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Comments: I am sending my important response to the usfs. The DEA for the improvements to TSV is very

flawed. It is not an in depth study. The firm doing the analysis is haired   by the ski valley and is not a neutral

arbiter. The ski valleys plan for a new restaurant doesn't consider the need for extensive plan for a large amount

of water it will need. Also the affluent wast water and sewage disposal in a valley that cannot disperse this into

the ground that is very rocky and doesn't drain. The DEA doesn't address the downstream impacts of so many

more people, the info safe as may as 15000 or more people a day. The road to TSV is totally inadequate now to

handle that amount of  traffic.  Environmental stewardship is the most important. The areas wildlife is already

impacted by TSV. In a negative way. The watershed is very fragile and can not take any more damage from the

infrastructure of TSV . The sewer plant has been out of compliance for years. The people of the Valdez valley

and Des Montes and the Publo have suffered from the expansion of the valley for many years, from loss of water

to loss of there life style. Why should the people of northern New Mexico suffer to let the 1 percent go skiing and

destroy our way of life. There is no alternative plan for this expansion. Why not?  All the DEA does is rubber

stamp the wants of TSV a private corporation. It's goal is to make money not to protect the people's and the

environment. I WILL NOT LET Taos Ski Valley destroy the beautiful valley and the fragile eco system and our

beautiful and connected to nature and each other way of LIFE. Thank You 

 


